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Please stand by for realtime captions. 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for holding. Your webinar will begin shortly. Thank you for your 

patience. 

 

Welcome to the August 11, 2016 voter outreach and the PACs conference call. My name is Richard and I 

will be your operator. All participants are in a listen-only mode. We will conduct a question and answer 

session later. This conference is being recorded. I will now turn the call over to Ian. You may begin. 

 

Thank you, Richard. Thanks, everyone for joining us today. I think that no matter where you are on the 

political spectrum, nobody can say that this election has been boring. We are going to talk about how 

the PACs can impact voter registration and voter participation. That is something that we talk a lot about 

here, the disability vote. We are making sure that folks with various disabilities show up on election day 

and have their voice be heard. We have a great voting guru with us today. She does most of our training 

and technical assistance on the voting issues. Her name is Michelle Bishop and she is great. She is a 

fabulous colleague. She will go through some basic information on outreach and where voting is. Right 

now, I am going to turn it over to Michelle and I am going to freeze my camera and then there will be 

Q&A. After Michelle's presentation, we will give you an opportunity to give us some ideas on future 

calls. That will happen later on. Michelle, take it over. 

 

Thank you, Ian. Let me first say, I have no idea why Ian is really fabulously lit and I am in the dark in my 

office. I apologize for that. This is about as bright as it gets in here. Thank you, everyone for joining this 

afternoon. If you are following along on the web portion, there is a PowerPoint that I will run through. If 

you just called in on the phone, please don't worry. Anything that you see on the slides, I will talk about 

as well. There are a couple of phone numbers and websites that I will reference on those slides and if 

you need me to give you those again, feel free to ask that during the Q&A. I don't mind repeating 

myself. I also type them into the chat box for folks who are following along online and want to be able to 

access that information. Thank you, everyone, for having me this afternoon. I am excited to talk about 

this topic. I am an elections geek. My role here is to provide training and technical assistance to all of the 

peak an ace -- PNAs. I eat, sleep, and breathe voting. This is a big year. There is a pretty big election 

underway. There has also been more talk about voters with disabilities in the selection and how 

important it is banning any other election that I think a. It has been -- that I can think of. It has been an 

exciting year for our community. We are getting to the last few months now. It is important more 

common now than ever, then we -- that we are getting involved. We are talking about this election and 



we are making sure that people with disabilities are excited to participate. I think that is something that 

the advisory councils are really a crucial part of. That is the heart of what I want to talk about today.  

 

To start, let's back it all the way up. Let's talk about why the disability vote is so important. When we 

talk about voting, we talk a lot about what voting means in terms of having your voice heard. Your boat 

is how you have -- your vote is how you have your say in what is happening in your city, county or state. 

It is all true. When we talk about people with disabilities, we talk about voting in terms of personal 

empowerment. When I go and cast my vote, I feel empowered as a citizen. I feel like I have had my say. 

All of that is really true. I'm sure we have a lot of people on the line who are avid voters. I feel personally 

empowered every time I cast my vote. I get excited and I wear my sticker for the rest of the day so that 

everyone knows that I have voted. Your vote is your way of having your voice heard. When you register 

and you vote, you become a player in the game.  

 

I want to take it beyond that when we talk about the disability vote. I want us to think about it in a more 

organized way. It is not just each individual with a disability. It is the whole community of people with 

disabilities. It is how we should be talking about voting. It is a way of building nonpartisan political 

power for people with disabilities. It is another way of saying we are creating positive change for people 

with disabilities. You don't vote so that you can feel empowered. You don't vote just to have your one 

voice heard. You vote because if all of the voices are heard, it'll make a difference in the decisions that 

we make every day. The people that we are voting for or choosing not to vote for are going to have a say 

in all of the laws and programs and opportunities and choices that people with disabilities have every 

day. 

 

An individual vote is great for personal empowerment. When we take all of the votes people with 

disabilities and we put them together, that translates into a type of power. It is a way of our community 

being able to be a player at the table when decisions are being made that are important for our 

community. I say nonpartisan for a couple of important reasons. One, we are talking about the PNA 

network. People with disabilities, no matter what you may have heard, traditionally don't vote for one 

type of candidate over another. They don't vote for more than -- for one party over another. We are a 

swing vote. That power is nonpartisan. It is the power to win an election. 

 

Everyone knows about census data that says one in five people in America has a disability. That is 

enough people to determine the outcome of any election. When we talk about voting, it is not just 

about the individual vote. It is about getting all of the individual votes together for the disability 

community so that we have the power to create positive change in the lives of people with disabilities. 

That is why NDRN and the PNAs believe that this is so important and have made such a commitment to 

doing this kind of work. I hope that going forward when you think about the vote, you are thinking 

about how this makes the disability community more powerful to have a say in our own lives. 

 



Before I was in this network, aching from independent living. We say nothing about us without us all the 

time. I am a big believer that the only way we can really make that happen is to use our vote. The only 

way to ensure that decisions about us aren't being made without us is to become a player in the game 

and to use our vote as our entry point into the system. That is why I do this work and I am so passionate 

about it.  

 

Let's talk about the disabilities vote in more detail. I have some cool data for you guys. We are looking at 

voter registration . We can compare these numbers from 2000 through 2012 based on research that has 

been done and data that is publicly available. In 2000, 70% of people who don't have disabilities were 

registered to vote. Only 62% of people with disabilities were registered to vote. That was a 16% gap in 

our voter registration. Flash forward to the 2012 election and interestingly, the number of voters 

without a disability went down slightly to about -- went down slightly. It is a bit of a change. It could be 

attributed to a lot of things, especially between 2000 and 2012. States started doing a lot more to clean 

up voter rolls and get old registrations off of their roles. We should also notice that voters with 

disabilities, registration went up to 69.2%, which is also a fairly noticeable jump. That wouldn't be 

attributed to cleaning up voter rolls. That would be attributed to people with disabilities and disability 

rights organizations getting out there and talking to people about how important it is that you vote. That 

difference between registration rates of people who don't and people who do have disabilities shrunk to 

2.3%. The work that we have been doing since the help America vote act was helped has had a huge 

impact on how many people with disabilities are registered to vote. We can close that gap. I assure you 

that these kinds of numbers, if this information is publicly available, elected officials who make 

important decisions about our lives have access to this information as well. They know whether or not 

we are registered to vote and they know whether or not we are participating in elections. Let's take a 

look at voter turnout.  

 

In 2000, people without disabilities turned out to vote in the general election of a rate at around 52%. 

Voters with a disability only turned out at a rate of 41%. That is a difference of 11%. That is a really 

significant difference. If you start taking a look at the percentage by which major elections are won, it is 

usually weigh less than 11%. It is actually a very small percentage of votes. They can mean the difference 

tween who wins an election and who is looking for a job in the November. 

 

Let's flash forward to 2012. Voters without a disability turned out at a rate of 62.5%. That is nothing to 

laugh at either. It is a 10% jump. If you are watching online, you may have noticed that I am bathed in 

light. Our IT guy just ran in here and brought me a cool light so you all can see me. 

 

Anyway, that jumping turnout is a big deal. In 2008 and 2012, we saw a big jump in voter participation 

overall. The other really big thing to note is that voters with disabilities participated at a rate of 56.8%. 

That is really significant. We went from 41% to 56.8%. That is a huge jump in terms of voter turnout. It 

also means that for the first time we actually had over half turnout of our registered voters. There is still 

an even bigger gap in folks that we don't have registered yet. That turnout gap tween people who don't 



have disabilities and people who do that are registered to vote went from 11% to 5.7%. We cut it in half. 

So congrats to everyone who worked on that. If you have been out there getting people registered, you 

were part of making the difference. We appreciate it. We should celebrate that difference.  

 

I wanted you guys to see these numbers so that we could understand two things before we have this 

conversation. The first is that the work that we are doing is really powerful. If you are doing this work, 

thank you. If you want to keep doing this work or you want to get involved in this work, we need you. 

We know that it works. We need to keep doing this. We need to do this on the biggest scale as possible 

to make sure we are closing that gap and people with disabilities are turning out in huge numbers. We 

need to become the people they talk about on the news when they are reporting voter turnout rates. 

When they are talking about what issues are important, we want to be those people they are talking 

about. That is the type of power that we would like to have. The other thing I wanted to note from this 

data was that as much progress as we have made, we still haven't really fully close that gap. If we know 

that our registration and turnout rates are lower than the general population, I assure you that 

everyone else does too. That is not the kind of position that we want to be in. We want to be in a 

position where we can show that we have powerful voter turnout.  

 

I compare this to labor unions. Labor unions are a fairly small percentage of the general population. Less 

than 10% of Americans are currently part of a labor union. Labor union turnout is really high like 90%. 

What that means is that even though there are only so many people who are in a labor union, if you can 

get labor unions to back you, you know that they will show up on election day. It makes them very 

powerful. Their vote gets courted. You see candidates on the news and they are giving speeches and up 

on the stage behind them, they have some labor union reps. Way less often do you see people with 

disabilities. It is because of that. There might be a lot of us but if you aren't sure if we are going to show 

up on election day, then getting us to like you doesn't do us any good. That is what we are looking at. 

The disability community has so much potential power to make changes in the lives of people with 

disabilities and keep moving disability Silva writes -- civil rights forward. If we are not harnessing the 

power of the vote, it is holding us back. I hope that I did not lose some of you who were not able to look 

at those numbers on the screen and I hope that it speaks as powerfully to you as it does to me.  

 

Let's talk about what is happening in America right now and why our voter participation rates have been 

lower than people without disabilities. There are four main culprits that I see in the work we are doing. 

One is that voting is not fully accessible. Not all polling places are accessible to people with disabilities. A 

lot of polling places are still using paper ballots that are not accessible to everyone. A lot of states are 

offering online voter registration where they put up important registration for voters on their website 

and not all of those websites are accessible. Those problems still exist. We have made a lot of progress 

in breaking down those barriers that they do still exist. Candidates don't usually talk about his. Disability 

is not a major issue that is spoken about when the candidates are out doing their speeches. It has an 

impact on our community because if you don't hear the candidate speaking to you, you feel way less 

compelled to vote on election day. We aren't being directly asked to get involved. Organizations that 

work in the community that are doing voter registration or talking about how important it is to vote or 



reminding people on election day is, they don't typically target people with disabilities. Even when they 

are out in the community and they come across a lot of us, they haven't necessarily thought that 

through ahead of time and aren't prepared to talk with voters with disabilities about the barriers that 

they may face and what their rights are. 

 

Disability organizations have not been doing large-scale voter registration and voter outreach and voter 

education work as long as some other communities have. Organizations working in other minority 

communities have been doing this way longer than some of us have. Our voters haven't traditionally 

been asked to get involved in the process. Statistically, the majority of people who haven't registered to 

vote say that no one has ever asked them. They might if they had been asked. People with disabilities 

are no exception to that rule.  

 

Voters with disabilities don't necessarily know what their rights are. We know that the system is not 

fully accessible. We know that there are barriers. There are rights that you have to receive 

accommodations to make sure you are able to vote. Voters don't typically know about them. Those last 

two are really important. Those would've really want to talk about today because the first two are some 

of the types of works that PNAs and other organizations are doing. The voter outreach peace and 

making sure that people with disabilities are being asked to register to vote and get involved and being 

educated about their rights is a really big task. While we have been able to make a difference there, 

there is more outreach needed. That is going to be a major scene to them. 

 

Let's talk about it. In terms of NDRN and PNAs and the advisory Council, who is doing what? How can we 

all be working together? NDRN 's role is easy. It is me. I provide training and technical assistance to the 

PNAs for the work they're doing. Just like you are on this call today, I have calls with other folks today to 

talk about what it is they are working on and what barriers they are facing and how we can tackle those. 

We do workshops at the annual conference. You have probably see me if you have attended those. I 

also represent the PNA network and the voting rights community in Washington DC. All of the other 

organizations that are working on the vote, as well as non-disability civil rights organizations that work 

on the right to vote, we all talk in DC. We work in coalition and we are working together. I am sure you 

all know how this feels. If there aren't people there from the disability community, disability probably 

doesn't enter the conversation. Nobody thinks of it if we are not there saying you have to make sure it is 

accessible. Doing that in the Washington, DC seen as part of my role. The real heart of our work is with -- 

is what the PNAs are doing. That is where we need your help.  

 

Ever since the help America vote act was passed 15 years ago, the PNAs have been involved in 

advocating for voting accessibility. The PNAs are going out and surveying polling places and 

recommending how they can be made more accessible or relocated to a location that would be more 

accessible. They are advocating for websites with voter information and accessibility. They are 

advocating for notices to voters for ballots that are accessible and using voting equipment that is 

accessible to everyone. A big part of doing it is working closely with election administrators. They talk to 



the secretary of state, board of election, County Clerk, whoever it is that is in charge of elections locally 

where you are. We need to have collaborative relationships where we are talking about how to do this 

together. We need to talk about accessibility before election day so we don't have accessibility problems 

on election day.  

 

They also do work to publicize how important voters with disabilities are. PNAs have been behind a lot 

of news articles that you probably scene at the state and local levels talking about how important it is 

that voting is accessible to people with disabilities. If you lived here in the district of Columbia, you 

would have gotten to see Ian on the news. He visited some inaccessible polling places and talked about 

how detrimental it is to getting people with disabilities to get out to vote They also do outreach to the 

disability community . They offer voter registration. They do voter registration to make sure that people 

with disabilities are ready to vote on election day. What role do the PACs have?  

 

In a nutshell, we help PNAs to do that outreach. It is such a big piece. The PNAs have limited resource. 

The number one thing I would stress is reaching out to whoever is currently the staff person at the PNA. 

To find out what they are doing and how we can work together to make it more effective or more -- or 

expanded. Thou reach peace has been so crucial. If people with disabilities don't get registered, they can 

show up. If they don't know what their rights are, they are way less likely to show up on election day 

even if they are registered to vote. Doing that outreach peace and getting people educated and excited 

is a monumental task. One of the things that we have learned is that if election authorities don't see 

people with disabilities turning out to vote, they don't think that making it accessible is that high of a 

priority. That is not okay. It is a law and it needs to be accessible. For practical purposes, if we could 

show them the numbers, if we could show them people with disabilities who are determined to vote 

who will not be deterred and for whom the system is not accessible, all of a sudden, making polling 

places and the voting process more accessible comes something that can't be ignored. We have made a 

lot of progress on making the vote more accessible but the fact that it is not fully accessible yet means 

something is wrong. 

 

Voter education and getting people excited to vote is important for not just helping to build that voting 

block as a disability community that for helping to push our accessibility goals along. 

 

What are easy ways to get involved now? 

 

We are getting close to election day. We are a few months out at this point. There is so much going on 

right now and there are things that you could do as soon as this call is over. Voter registration is a big 

piece of that. Get out there and it people registered before the deadline. Deadlines are different from 

state to state. A lot of states that have a deadline before election day will fall sometime in mid to late 

October. They should all be available online or you can call your local election office to find out your 

deadline. I would do some research on this as well if this is something that you haven't done before. In 



some states, you can register online. If you have to use a paper registration, you might be able to print it 

out or you may have to happen official card that was printed through the Secretary of State's office. 

Getting people registered by the deadline is a huge help. Once people have taken the step to get 

registered, if we can keep talking about them and get them excited about it, they are so much more 

likely to turn out to vote on election day. Another easy way to do this is to promote national voter 

registration day. It is coming up on September 27. This is a newer thing. This is only the third or fourth 

year that this has been done. It is a national effort to get people talking about voter registration and 

doing voter registration drives all over the country. You can find out more about it. I have the website 

here. If you sign up to be a partner, they will send you some cool resources like posters and stickers that 

you can use for voter registration drives. If this is something you are interested in doing, you need to 

talk to whoever runs the program at your PNA. They may already have something planned for 

September 20 that you can get plugged into and help them to do it more effectively or expanded or if 

they don't, you might be able to convince them to get on board as well. Everybody can sign up to get a 

partner to get free resources and have an event. They also have really cool tool kits and social media kits 

you can use as well. 

 

In addition to voter registration, voter education is a big piece. Even if someone is registered to vote, if 

they feel uncertain about the process, it can stop people from showing up. It makes sense that it is really 

intimidating. If you feel like you don't know what will happen when you get to the polls or you don't 

know if it will be accessible, that kind of anxiety makes it really easy for people to skip voting on election 

day. That anxiety is a big piece of it. The more we can educate voters and make them feel comfortable 

and know what to expect and be ready for the process, the better. With that said, if you are someone 

who is an avid boater and you are getting people registered to vote, talk to them about what it is like 

when you go on election day. It can make a huge difference. Your PNA probably has a voter Hotline 

where they take calls on election day so that if someone has a problem voting or they are denied their 

right to vote, they can call the PNA and get some assistance. Find out what number they use for that 

Hotline and you can start sharing it and promoting it. We need people to know about those hotlines so 

they will call if they have a problem rather than losing their right to vote on election day. You can also 

share the hotline number for election protection. Your PNA my partner with election protection or they 

might have a separate hotline. The election protection number will be live on election day. You can call 

and you will be connected to attorneys or law students who can help answer questions and help 

advocate for you if you have been denied the right to vote. In some states, they can actually send 

someone to the polling place to help you out. They are even willing to go into court on election day for 

people who have been denied the right to cast their ballot to make sure you get to vote before the polls 

close. That number is important to share as well. You can also find more information on their website. 

There are also two other hotlines. One is Spanish language and one is several different Asian languages. 

People need to know what to expect on election day and that they are armed with these numbers to call 

if they have a problem. They can feel more confident with going to vote.  

 

In anything worth doing is finding out all of the important dates to know in your state or territory and 

sharing those with people. What day is election day? What date is the deadline to register to vote? If 

you want to vote absentee, there will be a deadline to apply for that and a that bind to your ballot in. -- 



A deadline to get your ballot in. Number of states have the option where there are several days or a 

week or two when you can go to certain locations in advance of election day and cast your ballot in 

person. If you use that touchscreen machine to be able to cast your vote, those should be available. 

Knowing what is available in your state and those important deadlines is important so that no one 

misses them. There are a certain percentage of people who show up on election day and want to vote 

but did not realize that they had to register in advance. Getting that information out there can help 

prevent that from happening. It can have a big impact.  

 

A little more about voter education. Learning about and educating others about what the rules are 

around voting in your state or territory is something I mentioned early on. A lot of people with 

disabilities would vote if they knew what their rights are. Some interesting things to look for in your 

state here. Do they offer online voter education? Is that website accessible? Being able to share that 

information or sit down with someone in front of a mobile phone or a tablet or a computer can be really 

helpful instead of carrying around a big stack of a voter registration cards. Is their same-day voter 

registration in your state? Does someone have to meet a deadline three days in advance -- three weeks 

in advance of election day? What are the rules around absentee voting? This varies a lot from state to 

state. In some places, you have to provide a reason that you want to vote absentee. I have to be able to 

say that I will be out of town the day or that I do election related work that day. Most of those places 

say having a disability is one of the reasons you can check your -- check. In a handful of states, you can 

get on a list for a permanent absentee ballot where you sign up once and then before every election, 

they will send you a notice and you send something back and notify them if you want to receive your 

ballot by mail. Then you have that option.  

 

I love it when people go to the polls. I love elections. I love going to the polls on election day. I want 

people to do that. I love it when people with disabilities show up at the polls on election day and people 

see us out there voting and participating in the process. For people for whom their health is 

unpredictable or for whom getting out of the home is a little more challenging, I would rather have 

them vote the absentee ballot then not vote at all. Doing those options can be helpful. -- Knowing those 

options can be help -- helpful. If you get unexpectedly admitted to a hospital just before election day 

and you were planning on going to vote but now you can't, you're County has to come to the hospital 

and bring you a ballot so that you can vote. A lot of people don't know that. With that said, if you had a 

planned surgery and you knew you would be in the hospital before the deadline, they will expect you to 

do that. For a lot of people for whom unexpected hospitalizations are a reality of life, they don't 

necessarily have to miss that opportunity. They just have to reach out to the election authority and they 

will come to the hospital to let you vote. If they are hesitant to do that, you call the PNA hotline or the 

election protection hotline and make sure it happens.  

 

A handful of states also have curbside voting. If I can get to my polling place but it is not accessible and I 

can't get inside, there are options to bring the ballot out to you while you are sitting in your car. They 

can send out two election officials. One Republican and one Democrat to make sure nothing sneaky is 

going on and you should be able to vote from outside. To make sure that people know about that is an 



option can be really helpful. Talking about how to plan for that is important. Here in DC, there is a call 

button on the curb and the Pope -- and the pull places will come out. I used to live in Missouri where 

you have the option to vote curbside but they did not have the call bells. You had to have some way of 

making sure that people workers knew you were outside. Should I let someone in line know I am here? 

Should I call the board of elections? Ideally, I will bring someone with me who is capable of getting into 

the polling place and who will be able to notify people I am there. 

 

A couple of other important things to note, if you need assistance casting your ballot, you can bring 

someone of your choosing with you to help you cast your ballot. They don't have to be registered to 

vote. They don't have to be voting at that polling place. They don't have to be over 18. They don't have 

to be a citizen. You can bring whoever you want to bring with you to help you. If you need assistance but 

you don't have anyone with you, the workers are obligated to help you as well. They will have one 

Republican and one Democrat come but they have to assist you in casting your ballot. You have a lot of 

options. Knowing what those rules are and being able to share that information with people can take a 

lot of the fear and intimidation out of the process and make it easier for someone to take the step of 

going to vote the first time. Once you go the first time and it is not as bad as you thought it was and you 

are able to cast your ballot and you felt really proud and empowered by what you did, you are much 

more likely to go back again.  

 

On election day, there is tons to do. There are a small number of people with disabilities for whom 

getting to and from the polls is a big barrier. We have found that nine times out of 10, this is not the real 

problem. It is more someone who is nervous about voting. This can be really common in rural areas 

where your polling place might be further away and there are not a lot of options for public 

transportation or something like that. Helping to identify resources for getting to and from the polling 

place can be help. That varies drastically from place to place. Some nonprofit organizations might be 

offering rides to the polling place. If they are a disability organization that has accessible lift equipped 

rights, they would be able to do rides to the polling place. Centers for independent living would be really 

great for that kind of thing. We have also worked with churches who sometimes have accessible vans to 

help their members get to and from Sunday services. May be they are willing to donate a bus and a 

driver to help people get to their polling places. The actual campaigns and parties themselves give free 

rides on election day and they have to be nonpartisan rights. They cannot tell you who to vote for. They 

cannot require that you vote for their candidate to give you a ride. That option should always be 

available. They want people to vote. The only issue we run into there is that it is generally someone's car 

and it is rarely ever a more accessible right. Helping someone to find those resources and make a plan to 

vote is important. If you know someone who has a ride that you can use and it is just a matter of having 

to book that in advance. When you're doing voter registration and your educating voters, make sure 

that they have a plan for election day. How will they get to the polling place? What do they need when 

they get there? Do need a certain type of identification? Who am I going to vote for? I can pull a sample 

ballot off of the Internet and make my selections in advance so it is easier when I get there. How my 

getting home? Having that plan is really important and we really rely a lot on people who are able to talk 

one-on-one with people with disabilities about what their plans should be to make that happen. 

 



A couple of other things you can do, if you're PNA is hosting a voter assistance hotline on election day, 

you can volunteer to help staff at hotline. You can work with election protection. If they have 

opportunities to volunteer where you are, they might have people answering calls and they might have 

people stationed at polling places wearing these awesome bright colored vests that say you have the 

right to vote. Those are volunteer opportunities where you can get involved and make sure that no one 

is getting turned away from the polls on election day and no one is being denied the right to vote due to 

accessibility concerns and everyone is getting to participate in the process.  

 

That was everything that I had and wanted to talk about today. I hope that was helpful. One thing that I 

would stress is that if you are sitting on the call today and you are thinking that you already knew all of 

this, I want to stress that you are in the minority. Most people -- most voters, whether or not have a 

disability, they are not aware of all of these rules. They are not aware of what their options are. They 

have not thought through a plan to vote. They haven't hold a sample ballot and thought about who they 

want to vote for FY. If you are sitting on this call and thinking that you knew all this stuff, that is good. 

We need you. You are in a position to go out and tell others. Others may not be as educated. If there 

was anything here that was new or anything that you wanted to hear about that we have not covered, 

please ask in Q&A. I talk about this stuff all day long and I love it. There are certainly no dumb questions. 

If there is something you want to know more about or don't understand, it is better to ask now and be 

prepared for election day. With that, I will eat my contact information appear. I give you my email 

address because I am in and out of my office a lot. It may be the best way to get a hold of me. If you 

need any of the phone numbers or websites that I share today, just let me know. I will make sure to get 

to that information. Thank you, and if anyone has any questions, I would love to talk about it.  

 

We will now begin the question and answer session. If you have a question, you can press *one on your 

touchtone phone. There will be a delay before the first question is announced. If you are using a 

speakerphone, you may need of the handset first. Once again, if you have a question, please press *one 

on your touchtone phone. 

 

I don't understand the statistics that you have on voter registration. How can 78% of the people have a 

disability and 62% not have a disability? I am not sure. 

 

In terms of the registration, it is 78% is the voter registration rate for Americans who are not identified 

as having a disability. 62% who were identified as having a disability were registered to vote. 

 

So 62% of people with disabilities are registered to vote?  

 

Yes.  



 

Okay. I get it.  

 

The other important thing about that next turnout slide was that those percentages are of the 

registered voters. In 2012, 62.5% of registered voters who don't have a disability turned out to vote and 

56.8% of registered voters with a disability turned out to vote.  

 

Then I also have a comment. On the voter registration day and helping with the kit that is nationally 

available, some states, like Wisconsin, have very strict rules on who can assist in registration. Wisconsin 

requires you to register at each precinct separately.  

 

Wow.  

 

It is one of our handy laws to keep the vote down. If you are not registered in each precinct, you are 

come -- committing voter fraud.  

 

That is one of the more restrictive that I have heard. 

 

Please check within your states and your PAVA coordinator to make sure it is legal to go around and 

register people entering the registrations in.  

 

Can I ask you a question? Is that for anyone who is registering people to vote or is that for anyone who 

is doing it as part of a job were getting paid?  

 

It is anyone. You have to be a special registrar. You have to be certified or registered as a special deputy 

register. You used to be able to register yourself and do it statewide. Then they changed it to 

countywide and now they have changed it to every polling place. 

 

This is a really important point. That is one of the more restrictive ones that I have heard. There are 

rules around this kind of stuff in terms of getting people registered to vote. Most of them are not merely 

that bad. Some places don't really regulate this at all. In some states, you might -- I did this stated -- I did 

this work in Missouri a long time. If you are getting paid and going to register more than 10 people per 

year, you had to fill out a form that goes to the Secretary of State's office. In some places, there is no 

regulation at all. Knowing what those rules are in your state is important. One of the things that I stress 



is getting involved with the PAVA coordinator at your PNA first for a couple of reasons. That person 

probably is pretty versed on these rules. Your PAVA coordinator is probably out there doing some of this 

work . It makes sense to coordinate those efforts. They can help identify gaps so that we are not doing 

the same thing and duplicating efforts. We are being as productive as we can be in that regard. That is 

another important reason why doing this work in a coordinated way with the folks who work on voting 

rights is important. Thank you. And, I am sorry. That is one of the more strict rules that I have heard 

before. 

 

This is Kathy from West Virginia. Do you know how many states left to the PAVA coordinator go and talk 

to the County Clerk set their voting training day? That is what gets to happen here in West Virginia. The 

Secretary of State arranges it and they get to go and they are having an in-depth day of training and part 

of the training is that the gal here has gotten to go several different years and speak to them. 

 

That is really fantastic. Unfortunately, it is really not the majority. The issue becomes -- any folks at the 

PAVA program would love to go and help the County Clerk's and train the poll workers. It becomes a 

matter of being able to build those relationships with those election authorities and being given the kind 

of access. In some states, it is harder to do than others. I would say there are absolutely a handful that 

are doing that kind of work. We find it really helpful. I would say in the majority of states, they are 

working to make that happen. It does vary in some places. You actually have the PNA as co-presenter 

hold trainings with the County Clerk's and they are doing it together. They are bringing in someone who 

is an expert in the disabilities to talk about that. In some states, the PNA is helping to look at how the 

training is put together and they are suggesting training materials and things like that. Valley, they are 

not part of the training but they have had a hand in it to make sure that the information is accurate and 

it will be effective. In some places, it has been harder to build those kinds of relationships. It varies a lot. 

Is such a big part of whether or not elections are accessible. It comes down to the people who are 

working the election. Do they know what kind of accommodations they are required to provide? Do 

they know what their rights are of the voters? Even if you have a fabulous, accessible polling place and 

you have state-of-the-art equipment, if the poll workers don't feel comfortable setting up the 

equipment that you need and they are hesitant to let you use it or they are trying to restrict who can 

use it based on whether or not they can tell if you have a disability, that can have a huge impact on 

accessibility on election day. The training piece is incredibly important. Some PNAs have really been able 

to do that kind of work. Getting involved in that and finding out what has been done so far and how we 

can help to be a part of that training is an important piece. That is fantastic that you are getting to do 

that in your state. Congratulations.  

 

We are also very blessed because as Board President, we have had the PAVA person come and do a 

training at both of our board meetings and [indiscernible] meetings.  

 

That is a great idea.  



 

We have had that information last August and in May for our board. We have had the training offered to 

them. 

 

That is an excellent place to start. If you are just starting to build a partnership around doing voting 

work, having your PAVA person, and do trainings for the PNA staff is a great place to start. Maybe you 

can bring them all together and train everyone all at once. I love it. 

 

For any questions, follow-ups or comments, it is *1 on your phone. It looks like we have no further 

questions. 

 

I want to take this moment of time and admit to you all that I have motives. I will be honest with you. A 

lot of time, since I am the technical assistance provider for the advisory councils, we are always talking 

about mental health issues or how you should collaborate with your PNA about priorities or how you 

should coordinate with the vote of directors -- Board of Directors. We drill button over and over. This is 

an activity that is important for everyone. This is nonpartisan. This is not about disability. This is about 

empowering people to have a say in this democracy. When we have more people empowered, then we 

can be more confident that we are being Democratic just like we were meant to be. I want the advisory 

councils to see themselves as a tool here to help the PNAs more than just priority setting or talking 

about mental illness. This is bigger than all of that. A couple of other things I just want to say is before 

you go out and if you are excited, that is fine. Talk to your voting person at your PNA first. There might 

be some work that has already being done -- is already being done. One of the clever things I have heard 

that PNAs do, is when they do a follow-up letter when someone has called and they are not going to 

take the case, they ask or provide voter registration information as part of their closing letter. It would 

be interesting to me if you went and asked the voting person you are PNA if they are collaborating with 

the information and referrals desk to get those cards out in the mail. We always talk about the PAIMI 

act. It is about the connection between you and the community and you and the PNA . You are the voice 

around mental health issues. This is a chance for you to be a voice around a different topic, around a 

more broad topic. You guys know where people are in the drop-in centers. The PNAs need your help to 

do that targeted outreach. One of the things is that I think often, those folks with mental health issues, 

they don't get recognized because it is an invisible issue. You don't use a wheelchair. All the news 

coverage and all that has to do with ramps and doorways and that is critically important but how people 

with other kinds of issues get that information and get assistance on election day is important. Part of 

the reason I wanted to talk about this is that this is a forgotten population. The media likes to talk about 

this population but we need your voices to be heard no matter who you vote for to change and broaden 

the conversation. I hope that makes sense. 

 

Thank you, Ian. That is so true. The media loves to talk about mental health. Legislators love to talk 

about mental health services. For everyone on this call, it is clear that the media and our legislators 



don't know what they're talking about. Unless they talk to us, unless they talk to people with disabilities 

and people living with mental illness, they don't know what they're talking about. The vote is part of 

being involved in that process. It is not just calling them and telling them what they need to know. It is 

calling them as a voter and telling them what they need to know. As somebody who has some type of 

power had some ability to play in that system. That is why it is incredibly important for this community. 

Also, you mentioned that PNAs are doing awesome work around outreach to voters at the people who 

are less likely to be registered to vote and less likely to be voting are people with disabilities who are not 

already involved in an organization like a PNA. With the advisory councils, the ability to get out there 

and find those people and knowing where they are at drop-in centers can be really helpful. That can be 

such a powerful partnership between the PNA and the PAIMI advisory Council. To take what the PNAs 

are doing and to bring them to people with disabilities that they are not already reaching would be so 

important. Please reach out to your PNA and find out who runs PAVA at your PNA and inform the 

partnership and talk about what you can do together.  

 

Your PNA means you on all sorts of things. This one especially has importance to it. There is always more 

turnout and more emphasis on presidential election years. Dispelling the myths that it is not that hard 

and that is okay -- that it is okay, that is important. Like I said, it is empowering when you know that you 

are doing something to help broaden the base of those who are voting and having their voices be heard. 

 

Are there any other questions, Richard? 

 

I see a couple of things in the chat window. And Molly is talking about the Reverend up campaign. It 

stands for register, educate, vote. They do a lot of good work. It gets people registered to vote. They do 

voter outreach and voter education. You can find out if there is a Reverend up campaign that is 

happening in your state. She provided a web address there in the chat window as well. Molly, is there a 

shorter one? You can see it in the chat window. If anyone needs that information again, reach out to be 

in and we can put you in touch with Molly and we can send you those web addresses. There may be 

some cool tool kits and resources that you can use as well.  

 

Can we share the PowerPoint with PAC members and when will this presentation be archived? Do you 

know the answer to that in? 

 

The answer is yes. We will need some days to get it on the website but I would say check back in a week 

or two. This will be archived. It will be available on our website. If you need help with that, you can give 

me a call. Let me give you my phone number. I will also have it typed into the chat box. I can send you 

information if you're having trouble with the archived or getting to it on the web. You can definitely 

share it with your other advisory Council members. While we are on that topic, I want to emphasize that 

remember that these PAIMI calls and webinars are not just for the chairs. There is still a -- 

misconception that is for the chairs of the PAIMI councils. It is for everyone. We do our best to have a 



full of list as we send out this stuff to but it is for everyone. Spread the word when you get emails from 

me advertising these quarterly webinars. They are for everyone. 

 

This is Matt Hayden. The individuals who registered online will receive a follow-up email that has a link 

to the recording, a copy of the transcript, a copy of the PowerPoint editing to the evaluation. Along with 

that evaluation process, they will also be to copy of the recording that they can forward and/or utilize in 

between the time it takes to get it up on the website.  

 

Perfect. That is good. I should know all of that. It helps that you put it in. If you have registered, you will 

get that information rather quickly. That does not bar you from emailing me if there are other issues. 

 

Thank you, Matt. 

 

I am going to assume that there aren't any more questions unless Richard tells me differently.  

 

As a reminder, that is *1.  

 

We will wait one more minute and then I want to still talk about what we do on every call and that is 

ideas for future calls and also if your PAIMI advisory Council is doing something particularly interesting 

or cool or there is a story about something you are doing, you can share that with the participants as 

well. We have reserved some time for that. We will wait another second brother questions that may 

come in and then we will go into that second phase of the call.  

 

At this time, we have no questions. 

 

Thank you so much, Michelle. I learned some stuff. This is just a great information. Reach out to your 

voting person at your PNA and get some state specific information and go out and spread the word. That 

is what I want. It is not about who is running, it is about you getting your voice heard and having a 

choice with what goes on. You can stay or you can go, Michelle. It is up to you.  

 

I will hang out in the background just in case anything comes up that I can be helpful with. Other than 

that, thank you everyone for having me. It was a pleasure. Don't hesitate to get in touch with me and 

don't forget to vote in November.  

 



It is the eighth I believe.  

 

Yes. 

 

Does anybody have any ideas for future calls or stories that you would like to share? We always like 

those kinds of things because they informed the technical assistance I provide and they also inform why 

the PAIMI advisory councils are important in the first place. Questions, stories? I will have Richard give 

you the instructions one more time. 

 

We actually have a follow-up from Kathy.  

 

I know that these calls are important and one of these things that you may need to do is how to have an 

effective PAIMI Council. My term here is up. I have to step down for a year. I think that would be a good 

topic and also, next week, at our PAIMI Council meeting, we will be having the advanced psychiatric 

directive training again. That was developed in 2009 in West Virginia. If anybody wants it, they can call 

West Virginia advocates and get the disk for it for the training. We tried -- we try to do a training every 

other meeting.  

 

The training is geared for the individual for their family member and for the provider. It is what you 

would do for a regular medical directive. Who do you want to see? What medication do you want or not 

want? What kind of care do you want to have and where do you want to go? That is important for PAIMI 

council members to have as we are out in the community.  

 

We may be reaching out to you again, Kathy. I think that is a very important topic. I will get back with 

you. I would say that would probably be a good quarterly call subject. People need to know that before 

something comes up. Thank you for that. 

 

As a reminder, it is *1 for any questions.  

 

I will say this: you will be receiving a couple more blasts from me reminding you of where to find this on 

the website so that you can educate yourself again or you can point it out to other people as the 

election gets closer. There are still people that see it as far away and they may not be as receptive to the 

education. As it goes on, and we get closer to the November 8, I will be sending out things to remind you 

that this information is available. Look for those as well because sometimes people learn at the last 

minute and I certainly identify with that. Any other ideas or stories? 



 

I am going to take that silence as a cue that people are ready to go and have gotten good information. 

Please email me if there is any additional questions, comments or concerns. Look for that email if you 

have registered. You can get the evaluation and access to the link. Evaluations are extremely important 

to us. They help us shape the content of the future webinars and they also help us show the feds who 

fund us to do this stuff what kind of work we are doing. Please take a few minutes and do that 

evaluation. Again, if you just remember to email me but it is really a Michelle Bishop question, I know 

where she works so I can forward those to her and we will get you the specific information. A good place 

to start is your local voting person at the PNA and get some of these questions answered . Then we can 

fill in some gaps if you feel like you need more information. With that, I am going to thank you very 

much are joining us for this quarterly webinar. It is very important. I am pretty passionate about voting 

and having people's voices be heard. I don't know if you noticed but when candidates on both sides talk 

about certain groups, they often leave out people with disabilities or they say it and you can tell they are 

not used to saying it so they kind of stumble over it. The goal here is to show the elected officials that 

we are out there and that our voice is important and that when they are talking about what they are 

going to do for their country, they shouldn't leave us out. With that little bit, I am in -- in and thank you 

to Michelle. We will see you down the road. Thank you to Richard as well.  

 

Ladies and gentlemen, this concludes today's conference. Thank you for participating and you may now 

disconnect.  

 

 


